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EXTERIOR PRODUCT UPDATES

ZEDGE LINE OPAL BY TARGETTI USA

New Products
ARC LED by Lithonia
The Lithonia Lighting® ARC family of
LED wall-mounted luminaires
combine visually comfortable illumination and architectural styling to create
an affordable lighting upgrade.
- Clean look with no fins for a true
architectural style that looks great on
any building
- Recessed diffused lens minimizes
high-angle light that can cause
disability glare
- Built-in wet location wiring compartment for applications with no existing
junction-box

Bellevue by Luminis
For projects requiring any combination
of directional lighting, glare control in
high traffic areas and street lighting,
Bellevue delivers with a single, modern
rectilinear design. An exterior space
and landscape lighting multitasker
that makes a strong, consistent design
statement while offering all the functionality the space dictates.
Specifiers can choose between three
unique optic types (Directional,
Pedestrian and Street / Area) to
address targeted lighting needs
allowing the Bellevue aesthetic to be
carried further into a project.
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New Products
Pavex by Kelvix
Introducing Pavex in-ground hardscape luminaires from Kelvix. Pavex
features:
- 3 forms including Linear, Round and
Square
- Perfect for Pavers, Gravel, Soil, Decks,
Etc. (Not for Use in Concrete)
- Stainless Steel Housings
- Slip-Resistant Glass
- Drive-Over Rating
- High Impact Rated IK10
- Custom Sizes Available

WPX by Lithonia
The all-new Lithonia Lighting® WPX
family of LED wall packs are your best
choice for your everyday wall-mounted lighting needs. The geometric
shape covers the footprint of a typical
HID wall pack, covering any unsightly
stains.
The WPX is a complete wall-mounted
lighting solution, from over-the-door
lighting to perimeter lighting with
mounting heights of up to 20 feet.
The WPX wall packs deliver a wide
photo-metric distribution that reduces
the number of luminaires required
while creating a well-illuminated, safer
nigh-ttime environment. The WPX is
priced competitively and always in
stock for quick delivery.
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New Products
Solar Photovoltaic
Poles by Ligman
Seamless vertical integration is a clean
efficient method to integrate solar
photovoltaic technology into column
lighting systems. Using this method,
large flat solar panels are not fixed on
top of the lighting column or pole, but
alternately become part of the light
pole itself. This aesthetically integrates
the technology without compromi-sing efficiency, adding value to
both designers and end users. The
batteries and controller are integrated
directly into the base of the pole and
in certain configurations produces
enough energy to power a luminaire
up to 80w.

Dark Sky Adapter by
Generation Lighting
This new accessory is compatible with
over 200 Generation Lighting SKUs.
It fits over the socket cup to limit the
range of light emitted for Dark Sky
Compliance. The Dark Sky Adapter
works best with products that feature
a medium base, down pointing socket
and open bottom; suggested
minimum of 3” diameter and 4.75”
height.
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